CALIFORNIA WRITERS CLUB

September 2019

SACRAMENTO WRITER
Third Saturday CWC Meeting
Cattlemens Restaurant, 12409 Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova
(at Nimbus Winery) September 21

11 a.m. – 1 p.m., $28 (includes lunch), $20 for members (40% discount)
Price includes pre- and post-sessions.
Lunch may be prepaid on website; bring your receipt to the meeting.
Pre-session: 10:15 Talk & Share – Best First Paragraphs
Post-session: Writers’ Mastermind (1:30) -Bring writing & publishing problems to share &
resolve. See website or newsletter (P. 3) for information. Print issue organizer for
Mastermind. (www.cwcsacramentowriters.org)

The Profitable Author
Grow Your Publishing Business
with
Stephanie Chandler
11 AM–1:00 PM

How to Develop Additional
Revenue Streams

You will learn how to:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Because only a small percentage of authors earn a
living from their books, most need to develop
additional revenue streams. In this content-rich
presentation, Stephanie Chandler shares realworld examples and strategies for adding lucrative
revenue streams to your author-publisher business.

Create a revenue plan
Make money with information products
Develop and deliver online training programs
Profit from niche books, ebooks and workbooks
Conduct online events
Host a membership site that generates recurring revenue
Build a profitable niche community
Get paid to speak at events
Earn big money with corporate sponsors
Work less and earn more (really!)

Whether you’re just getting started or you’ve been an author for many years, this
presentation is jam packed with powerful methods for growing your author business
in ways you haven’t yet imagined!
Stephanie Chandler is the author of several books including The Nonfiction Book
Publishing Plan and The Nonfiction Book Marketing Plan. She is CEO of
NonfictionAuthorsAssociation.com, a vibrant community for writers, and
NonfictionWritersConference.com, a multi-day event conducted entirely online
since 2010. A frequent speaker at business events and on the radio, she has been
featured in Entrepreneur, BusinessWeek, and Wired magazine.

www.SacramentoWriters.org

CWC Sacramento is a 501c3 nonprofit educational organization

First Friday Network Meeting
Writers Network, September 6, 2019 – 9-11 AM
Writing Across Genres
How Fiction & Creative Nonfiction
Can Influence & Improve Your Work
with
Valerie Fioravanti
Writing Instructor & Coach

Coco’s
7887 Madison Avenue,
Citrus Heights 95610
Bring Market Leads & Marketing Tips

Stretching is good for muscles, and it’s good for
writers, too. Writing in a different genre can supply
a greater awareness of language, purpose, and
perspective, qualities which can then inform and
influence your current form.
About the speaker:
Valerie Fioravanti is the author of the linked
collection of Brooklyn stories Garbage Night at the
Opera from BkMk Press, which won the Chandra
Prize for Short Fiction. Her fiction and creative
nonfiction have appeared in many literary journals,
including North American Review, Cimarron Review, and Hunger Mountain. Her work has garnered eight
Pushcart Prize nominations and a Fulbright Fellowship to Italy. A New York City native, she lives in
Sacramento, where she teaches workshops and coaches writers privately.
http://valeriefioravanti.com/
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Writers’ Mastermind
A CWC-Sacramento Initiative
Writers’ Mastermind is returning to the post-session time slot at the September 21 and November 16
Cattlemens meetings. Here is a repeat of Larry Mandelberg’s summary of the Writers’ Mastermind
process.
Framing the idea
Each person comes with a specific problem they want to solve and completes an issue organizer before
the Mastermind session (see website). This gives everyone a framework for presenting their problem in a
timely manner and allows for a 3-part discussion.
Mastermind Process
Part 1 – Explain the issue/problem.
Part 2 – Answer clarifying questions from the other Mastermind participants.
Part 3 – Listen to suggestions.
NOTE: This is not a debate session, there is no talking by the questioner unless they don’t
understand something being said. I recommend they come with a recorder or ask a friend to take
notes for them because the suggestions come fast and furious.
Issue Rating/Urgency
At the beginning of each session, participants list their issues on a flip chart and self-rate them:
A) Critical
B) Important/Urgent
C) Nice to resolve
Those with the Critical issues go first, in the order they arrived and put their issue on the chart. The
process can fill as much or little time as we want with each session lasting anywhere from 10-30 minutes.
Just divide the amount of time by 3 and Larry will be a strict
timekeeper. The number of issues we cover each session defines
the length of the session and/or how long we want to give each
issue.
It may sound complicated, but it works incredibly well. If people
want to socialize, they can do so before or after, not during. If we
have numerous critical issues at any one session, we can split the
group in two and process double the number of issues.
COMMENTS FROM PAST SESSIONS:
Time management. Focus on “me”, and others got to hear what I
needed. Valuable references. Learned from others & their issues.
Pooling resources even though we’re all different. Please
continue (having these MM sessions). Individual attention on my
issue. Enjoyed giving others my direct input. Confidentiality.
Helps us share knowledge and expertise. Stimulated my thoughts.
Thoughtful feedback.
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Message from Our President,
Kimberly Edwards
Opening Lines

I hold by my reading chair a Junot Diaz introduction to The
Best American Short Stories 1916. Stories are “like our human
moments.” Short. Parachute in from the opening line. Strike
like life and end with abruptness. Just as you’re settled in,
“the narrative closes, ejecting you from its embrace.”
So is summer. We’ve felt sun on our arms, biked the levees,
smelled the gardenias, dipped our finger into the river, heard
the warblers, and seen the lingering day hold the sky open.
Just as summer begins, it ends. Time to get back to our regular program.
I first heard about Valerie Fioravanti while at a writer’s workshop 2,400 miles away. An instructor told
me she’d presented a workshop in Sacramento facilitated by Valerie. That evening, I looked up Valerie
on my computer and contacted her. I’ve wanted to have her speak since. In June I saw her at member
Dorothy Rice’s memoir launch (Gray is the New Black). Valerie agreed to speak to our members. Don’t
miss September 6, “How Fiction & Creative Nonfiction Can Influence & Improve Your Work.” Important
tips to improve every piece of work.
September 21 is your chance for a day of varied new learning and exchange. Publishing plan expert and
Nonfiction Authors Association CEO Stephanie Chandler will inspire you to dream about how you can
widen your lane. Come early for Talk & Share on Best First Paragraph. Bring one to read. Or just come to
listen. Make sure you keep early afternoon open to attend Writers’ Mastermind. You can gather your
thoughts ahead of time by reading about this creative, community problem solving group on the club
website.
Recently we asked some of our new members what they liked about our club, growing and expanding
with a new wave of writers from journalists to bloggers. Answers: speakers and seminars. Rich, rounded
meetings. Friendliness and embrace of all, from new writers to accomplished. Professionalism: many
published authors, variety of genres and backgrounds, including journalism and blogging. Shared goals of
authority writing and access to publishing opportunities.
Today is the opening line. Time to rise from our chairs. Thank you, Junot Diaz. Thank you, fellow
members, for your confidence in the club. If you’re going to do it, now is the time.
Kimberly A. Edwards, CWC Sacramento President
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In Summer

Paul Laurence Dunbar

Poetry
Corner

Oh, summer has clothed the earth
In a cloak from the loom of the sun!
And a mantle, too, of the skies' soft blue,
And a belt where the rivers run.
And now for the kiss of the wind,
And the touch of the air's soft hands,
With the rest from strife and the heat of life,
With the freedom of lakes and lands…

Ogden Nash

…Oh, poor were the worth of the world
If never a song were heard,—
If the sting of grief had no relief,
And never a heart were stirred.

Frederic Ogden Nash (1902 –
1971) was an American poet
well known for his light verse,
of which he wrote over 500
pieces.

So, long as the streams run down,
And as long as the robins trill,
Let us taunt old Care with a merry air,
And sing in the face of ill.

“When the thunder stalks
the sky,
When tickle-footed walks the fly,
When shirt is wet and throat is dry,
Look, my darling, that’s July.

From: The Complete Poems of Paul Laurence Dunbar
(1913)

Summer Serenade

“Though the grass lawn be leather,
And prickly temper tug the tether,
Shall we postpone our love for weather?
If we must melt, let’s melt together!”

Paul Laurence Dunbar (1872-1906) was
from Ohio. He wrote his first poem at
the age of six, was editor of his high
school newspaper, and published his
first book at twenty. Besides a dozen
books of poetry, Dunbar wrote four
short story collections, five novels, a
play, and the first Broadway musical
ever written and performed by
African-Americans. His life was
tragically cut short by tuberculosis.

The Poet
Ina Coolbrith
He walks with God upon the hills!
And sees, each morn, the world arise
New-bathed in light of paradise.
He hears the laughter of her rills,
Her melodies of many voices,
And greets her while his heart rejoices.
She, to his spirit undefiled,
Makes answer as a little child;
Unveiled before his eyes she stands,
And gives her secrets to his hands.
5!
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Ina Donna Coolbrith (1841
– 1928) was an American
poet, writer, librarian,
and a prominent figure in
the San Francisco Bay
Area literary community.
She was the first
California Poet Laureate
and the first poet laureate
of any American state.

NEW
MEMBERS
Our member roster is growing by leaps and bounds! We have added
about 60 new members in the last fiscal year (to put our membership at
over 180). DON’T forget to RENEW your membership for the new fiscal
year (on club website or at meetings), and PLEASE send your Biography
to our webmaster Jenifer Rowe, if you haven’t done so yet. (Email:
Sacramentowriters@gmail.com. See our website at
www.cwcsacramentowriters.org; click on Members tab for bio
guidelines and examples.)

Karen Sepahmansour joined CWC at Coco’s on July 5. She is a
teacher with academic research skills, and is writing a novel
about the Iranian Revolution. Her interests are historical fiction,
poetry, and children’s lit.
Ann Reh joined at the end of July. Her preferred genres are
mystery, short story, and memoir. Her murder mystery,
Meditating Murder, has been available on Amazon since January
2018.

MEMBER
NEWS
Sandra Navarro has a new book available on Amazon, Cooking with My
Ancestors, which is both a family member and an anthropologist’s look at
what her grandmother and others cooked and ate.
Gini Grossenbacher’s second book in her American Madams Series, Madame
in Silk, based on the life of a beautiful young Chinese woman brought
against her will to Gold Rush San Francisco, was released on July 15.
New member, Ann Reh (writing as Ann Saxton Reh) has written a country
house murder mystery, Meditating Murder, with former foreign service
agents and diplomats caught up in the action.
Shelley Buck’s new travel adventure, India Bound, The Making of a Woman
Journalist, about her personal journey during the dawn of modern
feminism, was also released in July.
[All books available on Amazon. Shelley’s is also available from Ingram.]
Cheryl Stapp, facilitator of the Friday Networking meetings, and California
history maven writes:
“My 2,000-word article ‘Twice Deceived’ about a luckless young pioneer
woman, will be published in the September issue of Wild West History
Association Journal. The piece reflects my own original research, and is
written in academic style, complete with footnotes. On Wednesday, August
7, I will present a lecture on the history of Sutter's Fort at the Ella
McClatchy Library (2212 22nd Street, Sacramento) to the Friends of Sutter's
Fort Foundation members. My lecture on the stagecoach at the Folsom
History Museum, originally scheduled for July 19, was postponed until
October 11.” Her website is "California's Olden Golden Days" http://
www.CherylAnneStapp.com/
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IN BRIEF
CWC Sacramento Holiday Party – SAVE THE DATE:
Sunday, December 8, 2018, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Old Spaghetti Factory at Nimbus Winery, Rancho
Cordova.
$25.00 per person. Paid reservations beginning in
September,
on website and at CWC meetings. Seating is
limited.
CALLING ALL AUTHORS WITH E-BOOKS:
The Cattlemens October 19 post-session will
feature
Jim Azevedo, marketing manager at
Smashwords,
which is an e-book distribution platform for
independent
authors and publishers. Our President, Kim
Edwards,
would like to collect the questions you want
answered
before this program.
(www.kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net)
Writers’ Mastermind with Larry Mandelberg
Returns for September 21 and November 16
Monthly Meeting post-sessions at Cattlemens
(see this issue and website for details)
First Friday Networking at Coco’s
October 4: Gini Grossenbacher
Historical Fiction Novelist & Editor
Under Our Noses: Research Tips for All You Write
November 1: Ingrid Lundquist
Publishing Specialist, Author & Photographer
Compiling an Anthology
Saturday Monthly Meetings, Cattlemens
Celebrating California Writers Week
(See article in this issue)
October 19: Tanya Egan Gibson
Editor & Novelist
Writing for the Young Adult Market
Critique groups, beta readers:
Michele Wogec, our Social Media Coordinator, and
the CWC Sacramento Board members are working
on ways to list current groups and available
individuals, probably on our Facebook page.
[For a great overview about using beta readers,
please
See the May 2019 Newsletter (on our website) for
the
handout from the pre-session by Ray H. Gray.]
Teen Science Fiction & Fantasy Writing Contest
For ages 13 – 19 years old. PG-13. By R.I. Partridge
Deadline September 30, 2019.
(www.ripartridge.com)

Public Safety Writers Conference
“Just the Facts Ma’am”
By: M.H. Brandt
The 2019 Public Safety Writers Association Annual
Conference (PSWA) was just held in Las Vegas, NV at the
Orleans Hotel from July 18th to July 21st. It was a very
lively and intimate group that exists to support people
involved in writing about public safety. The annual
conference was for people with public safety careers who
write stories, poetry, or non-fiction about their incredible
experiences. Mystery, thriller, and other writers who write
about public safety characters and situations are most
welcome and become family in a short time. Publishers, editors, and other professionals attend and provide
valuable information to the group. There’s nothing like it anywhere in the United States and that is the
reason I have attended for the last five years.
Fifty writers attended this year. The conference offered twelve panels with four individual speakers on
selected topics germane to law enforcement activities. This conference is panel-centric, where attendees
have an opportunity to participate on a couple of panels and meet some
very interesting characters posing as writers and cops. The PSWA
Conference was well represented by the California Writers Club –
Sacramento Branch by MaryLou Anderson, Jim Guigli, Catherine McGreevy
and Mike Brandt. Authors can sell and sign their books during the
conference, enhancing their revenue streaming. Some of the panels were:
Publisher’s Corner, The Battle Between Showing and Telling, Author and
Editor Relationships, Writing Action Scenes and Writing Historical novels.
The 2020 PSWA conference will be held in Las Vegas from July 16th
to 19th at the Orleans Hotel. This is not only the most entertaining and
enthralling group of writers you will ever meet, but the cheapest
conference you will ever attend. By the way, we were not subjected to
the migration of grasshoppers swarming Las Vegas in late July.

PSWA Writing Contest
By Jim Guigli
Another writing contest opportunity is the annual Public Safety Writers Association Writing Competition, open to both published
and unpublished works, fiction and non-fiction, from articles to poetry and books.
I was first attracted to the Public Safety Writers Association because their Writing Competition included categories for articles. I
had just published a non-fiction article in the MWA NorCal newsletter, and wanted to add to my writing resume. I entered my
article in 2010 and won an Honorable Mention. Since then I have entered many times, the most recent in 2018, winning a First
and Second in unpublished Short Story. As you may already know, most writing contests are for published writing, few for
unpublished.
Competition entrants must be a PSWA member ($55 annual), but the Competition entry fee is only $10 per entry. (And the annual
July PSWA Conference in Las Vegas is inexpensive, constructive, and fun -- about 60 attendees, five from Sacramento, this year.)
All PSWA Writing Competition entries must meet the following criteria:
Be the original work of the entrant and have a public safety (Fire, Police, EMT) element (plot, character, etc.).
Entries are judged by published authors in the public safety writing field.
https://policewriter.com/writing-contest/
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Sacramento Writing Workshop
By Marcia Ehinger

The Sacramento Writing Workshop was a special oneday “How to Get Published” event held on Friday,
August 9, 2019, at the Courtyard Sacramento Midtown
(next to the U.C. Davis Medical Center). It was one
day full of classes and advice, which included
publishing opportunities today, how to write queries
and pitches, how to market yourself and your books,
what makes an agent / editor stop reading your
manuscript, and more. There were six literary agents
onsite to give feedback and take pitches from writers,
as well as critiques available of a query letter, or the
first ten pages of book. One session was titled “America’s Got Talent: A Page
One Critique-Fest”, during which a submitted first page was read
anonymously, followed by commentary by a panel of agents. Writers of all
genres were welcome.
This year’s presenter / instructor was Brian A. Klems (@BrianKlems), the
former online editor of WritersDigest.com. His blog during his tenure there,
The Writer’s Dig—which covered everything writing and publishing—was one
of the largest blogs in the writing community. Our president, Kimberly
Edwards was one of the faculty members who offered to critique writing
samples.
The CWC Sacramento Branch sponsored this event, and three stalwart CWC
Sacramento board members spent the day as volunteers at the Writing
Workshop. The first-page event was facilitated and reading done by Kimberly
Edwards. Sandra Navarro and Marcia Ehinger
registered participants and answered questions,
collected the first-page submissions, and monitored
the all-day session of ten-minute pitches with agents.
The website for the 2019 Sacramento Writing
Workshop is www.sacramentowritingworkshop.com.
The list of upcoming locations on the writing
workshop tour around the United States can be found
at www.writingdayworkshops.com.
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California Writers Week
October 2019
California Writers Club, Sacramento Branch, will be
celebrating our members and honoring all writers during
California Writers week in October.
On September 4, 2003, California Writers Club members
gathered on the Assembly floor in Sacramento to receive a
Joint Legislative Resolution declaring the third week in
October each year as California Writers Week. In October
2017, California Writers Week was again recognized by
Legislative Resolution sponsored by Ken Cooley.
California Writers Club (www.calwriters.org), founded in
1909, is one of the nation’s oldest professional clubs for
writers, and it is structured as a 501c3 nonprofit educational corporation. The California
Writers Club, Sacramento Branch, was established on October 31, 1925, at the Senator
Hotel. Current Sacramento membership includes playwrights and writers published many
times. Others are earlier in their writing career and join to learn how to write and get
published through workshops, critique groups, and
networking.
If you have ideas or would like to volunteer to help
with this year’s event, please contact our branch
President, Kimberly A. Edwards at
kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net.

Early California writers who met in the Oakland Hills and
inspired the formation of the California Writers Club.
[photos]
Jack London, adventurer and author (above, left)
Joaquin Miller, frontiersman and “Poet of the Sierras” (right)
Ina Coolbrith, California’s first Poet Laureate (Page 5)
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FOLLOW UP

First Friday Networking
Meeting Coco’s, July 5, 2019

By Al Gonzalez

Multi-talented guest speaker Christine Villa is an award-winning poet, speaker,
webmaster, social media director, and photographer, who has three publishing
businesses and is a member of NCPA (Northern California Publishers and Authors).
Born and raised in the Philippines, she immigrated to Sacramento in 2003, where
she found her passion writing children’s books and short form Japanese haiku and
panka poetry. You can learn more about Christine on her website,
www.christinevilla.com.
The topic of her presentation was “How to Host and Launch a Successful Party on
Facebook from the Comfort of Your Own Home.”
1.Why host a book launch on Facebook? Lots of people are addicted to FB so it’s a great
way
to market any book.
2. It’s free! As long as you have a laptop, cell phone and an internet connection, then you can launch a big book
launch party.
3. FB example: She took 4 pictures of a bird and posted on FB, and asked viewers which picture she should use for
her book cover. Just by doing that she is pre-marketing her book. She posted: If you participate, I’ll pick one
winner.
So, this way you begin marketing the book prior to its release.
4. For a live launch, she rented a clubhouse and had it catered.
HOW TO HOST A BOOK LAUNCH ON FACEBOOK
1. Why host a book launch on Facebook?
a. Most people are on FB.
b. It’s free!
c. You don’t have to dress up.
d. Guests can pop in and out at any time.
e. You don’t have to worry about not having enough space and food or
drinks.
2. Guidelines on how to host a book launch of Facebook
a. Know the purpose of your book event
b. Create an account on Facebook
c. Create an event
YouTube instruction on how to create an event:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JofZzq6w4nE
Name the event
Eg. My own Facebook Virtual Book Launch of The Bluebird’s Cry
https://www.facebook.com/events/677352339080148/
Set the date and time
Eg. Sept. 3, 2016 at 12 PM – Sept. 4, 2016 at 11:30 PM
Write a brief description
d. Create an eye-catching Facebook banner to attract more attention.
e. Send out invites by clicking the INVITE button
f. Give a clear instruction on how to join your book party event. Tell
them to just follow the link and just type “interested” or “going.” On
that day, post the link again to remind them and mention the day
and time.
g. Have your books ordered on time, at least a week before so you can
mail out a signed copy as soon as possible.
Continued page 11
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h. Post an introduction and keep it pinned on the top of the page.
Examples:
Video of yourself – what the party is all about and what to expect
Picture of a welcome drink
Welcome banner or poster
i. Keep the party alive! Entertain your guests by using visual and
auditory aids. Prepare all your materials in advance.
Examples:
Videos
Photos of the book cover, characters, or setting.
Interviews
Quizzes/Games
Inside look or behind-the-scenes – what inspired you to write the
book, how long did it take you write the book, what anecdotes can you
share, etc.
What I did at my own Facebook party:
Provided music by posting my husband’s video
Interview (8 questions and answers that were posted one at a
time throughout the day)
Quotes that are relevant to the theme of my book. I made it visual
to catch the reader’s attention.
Behind the scenes
j. Encourage your guests to participate.
What I did at my own Facebook party:
I asked a couple of friends to post a picture of themselves holding my
book. Then my other friends did the same. Some posted it on their
own pages.
I asked a question.
Invited them to participate for a prize or free book giveaway and
announced the winners during the event. I have a picture of me
holding the book.
*The secret is to keep them interested until the end.
k. Ask a friend to post on Facebook or Twitter that the party is going
on. Or, if you are not too busy, you can do it yourself.
l. Make sure all guests are welcomed and all questions are answered.
m. Repost the link to your event the next day.
n. Keep telling everyone they have a chance to win a free book or a prize.
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FOLLOW UP
First Friday Networking Meeting
Coco’s, August 1, 2019
by Linda Champion
How does one describe Andy Furillo, our August 2, 2019 CWC guest speaker? Energetic, funny, informative and a great
storyteller to the lucky twenty-eight people who showed up at Coco’s coffee shop!
Andy brought a wealth of writing experience with him--forty-three years of newspaper reporting! He has worked on
the Sacramento Bee, the San Francisco Examiner, the L.A. Herald Examiner, the Los Angeles Times, the Santa Maria
Times, the Santa Barbara News-Press, the Goleta Valley Today, and the Downey Southeast News. His two areas of
specialty were sports reporting and crime writing.
In 2017, Andy left the newspaper business and wrote his first book: “The Steamer, Bud Furillo and the Golden Age of
L.A. Sports,” a memoir written with Tommy Lasorda about Furillo’s father, a well-known sportswriter on the L.A.
Herald Examiner.
This book was followed by “The First Year,” a non-fiction book about the theft of the American Presidency by the
Russian mob. Inspired by recent political events?
Wanting to know more about Andy, I did some quick research on Google. I learned that he had won several
prestigious awards for writing, including the Heywood Brown Award, the Harry Chapin Media Award for Newspapers,
and the Al Nakkula Award for Police Reporting.
What is remarkable is that Andy has never taken a writing class, although he said he was not averse to the idea. What
an inspiration for me! I have also never taken a writing class.
Moving along, Andy shared with us several words of advice. Here are some of them:
•

“Write what you know!” Andy’s characters come from people he has met.

•

“Get out of the way and let a story tell itself!”

•

“Get an editor!” Andy’s twenty-eight-year old niece, an English major, acts as his editor.

•

How much should you write? Andy said, “Write every day!” He writes one to three hours every day! He is
currently working on his third book.

•

What about self-publishing? According to Andy, “The stigma [of self-publishing] is gone!” He added, “The more
energy you put into it, the better!” Andy self-published his second book.

•

How many books should you write? Andy said, “Write three to four books. Build a following!”

And, throughout his presentation, Andy told us great stories about reporting. My favorite one was of the bus driver
who chased down four young men who had attacked a woman. Upon catching up to the men, everyone on the bus got
off and helped to apprehend the men. And what was the lead? “Bus Riders Turn Crime Fighters!”
Earlier in his talk, Andy said that he thought of himself as a reporter, not as a writer. Despite this assertion, I asked
him towards the end of his talk, “Why do you write?”
This question caused him to stop and rethink his previous remark. He said, “Perhaps I should start calling myself a
writer.” Then he added a final quip: “It’s [writing] the only thing I can do, other than selling pencils on the street.”
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CWC Sacramento Branch Leadership
(FY 2019-2020)

Officers
Kimberly A. Edwards, President
Kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net
Sandra S. Navarro, First Vice-President/Programs
Ssnavarro22@gmail.com
Jennifer Rowe, Second Vice-President/Membership
jenifererowe@gmail.com
Karen Terhune, Treasurer
loveagoodyarn@aol.com
Secretary (vacant)
Board of Directors
Linda Champion, Outreach
championwritingcreations@comcast.net
Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor
mehinger@comcast.net
Jenifer Rowe, Webmaster & Eblast Coordinator
jenifererowe@gmail.com
Michele Wogec, Social Media & Emerging Writers Coordinator
mwogec@yahoo.com
Consultants to the Board
Larry Mandelberg, Writers’ Mastermind Facilitator & Business Consultant
larry@mandelberg.biz
Club Positions
Ray & MaryAnn Blain, Saturday Meeting Registration
Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor & Saturday Meeting Registration
Judith Presnall, Contest Coordinator
Cheryl Stapp, First Friday Network Coordinator
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